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[A few words are necessary to explain why the present paper has hitherto been printed
in Abstract only, and to show what modifications it has undergone since it was read more
than two years ago.
In the paper, as it was first presented to the Society, I contented myself with the usual
practice of extracting from the virial a negative term ( — /3p) to represent at least a
portion of the part due to the molecular repulsion at impact. But, as will be seen by
the Abstract printed at the time (Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 21/1/89), I stated that though
this procedure is correct when molecular attraction is not taken into account, it requires
considerable modification when such attractions are introduced. I also stated that its
main effect would be to alter one of the disposable quantities (A) in my equation. I
have since seen that the definition, of what we are now to understand by " temperature,"
which I then introduced, leads naturally and directly to the writing of a part of A in the
form
where E is proportional to the absolute temperature and to the average energy of a free
particle. This remark really substitutes the new undetermined quantity e for the fi
which occurred in my former expression. But the equation in its new form, though
containing as many arbitrary constants as before, is considerably more simple to deal
with, as p occurs only in the term pv, in which both factors are directly given by
experiment. The term p(v — /3) was a source of great trouble in the attempt to deter-
mine the proper values of the constants. It was recognised by VAN DEE, WAALS, even
in his earliest paper, that the quantity ft suffers large changes of value, with changes
of volume of the gas, so that no formula in which it is treated as a constant could
suffice to represent more than a moderate volume-range of the isothermals with any
consistent degree of accuracy.
When I first read my paper, I had made no serious attempt to attack the formidable
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numerical problem of determining values of the constants which should adapt my main
formula to ANDREWS' experimental data. I contented myself with obviously (and pro-
fessedly) provisional assumptions, which showed that it was well fitted to represent the
results; but I also gave the relations among the constants of the formula and the data
as to the mass, and the critical values of the pressure, volume, and temperature of the
substance.
Later, having carefully reduced ANDREWS' data to true pressures (by the help of
AMAGAT'S determinations of the isothermals of air at ordinary temperatures), I proceeded
to try various assumptions as to the values of the quantities v, p, a in my formulae, on
which (as ?= 30° '9 C. was already given by ANDREWS with great precision) all the constants
can be made to depend. I at first endeavoured to adjust these so as to make fi = 0*0017,
in consequence of a statement by AMAGAT (Ann. de Chimie, 1881, xxii. p. 397) as to
the ultimate volume of CO2. But I failed to get results giving more than a general
accordance with ANDREWS' experiments ; so that I made further guesses without taking
account of this datum. I had, however, become accustomed to the employment of it, as
a quantity of the order 10~3 of the volume of the gas at 0° C. and 1 atm., so that I
was much surprised to find that one of my chance assumptions, which gave y8 = 0*00005,
led to a formula far more closely agreeing with ANDREWS than any I had till then
met with. The reason for this agreement is now obvious :—The term —y8p is not the
proper expression for the part of the virial which it is intended to represent; and the
true mode of introducing that part is, as pointed out in my Abstract, to alter the
value of A from isothermal to isothermal, and from volume to volume.
In January last I happened to ask M. AMA<GAT if he could give me the value of pv for
CO2 at 0° C. and 1 atm., which is wanting in his remarkable table (in the Ann. de
CJiimie, above referred to). In reply he kindly furnished me with a new and extremely
complete set of determinations of pv, in terms of p, for CO2; the range of pressures being
1 to 1000 atm., and of temperature 0° to 100° C, some special isothermals up to 258° being
added. My first step on receiving these data was to try how far they agreed with
ANDREWS' results, which I had carefully plotted (to true pressures) from 31°*1 to 41° C,
and for volumes from '03 to *002. My object was to discover, if possible, by compari-
son of the results of two such exceptionally trustworthy experimenters, whether any
modification of the behaviour of CO2 is (as some theoretical writers have asserted)
produced by the molecular forces due to the walls of the very fine tubes in which
ANDREWS' measurements were made. I could find nothing of the sort. The isothermals,
plotted from AMAGAT'S numbers (which in no case were for any of ANDREWS' tempera-
tures), took their places in the diagram almost as if they had been an additional part of
the work of one experimenter. The slight discrepancies at the smaller volumes were
obviously due to the trace (1/500) of air which, as ANDREWS pointed out, was associated
with the carbonic acid in his tubes.
But, although I have got from them only negative information as to the molecular"
effects said to be clue to glass, AMAGAT'S isothermals are so regularly spread over the
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diagram as to be far more readily available for calculation than are those of ANDREWS.
I have not, however, the leisure requisite for anything like an exhaustive treatment of
them; and all that I have attempted is to obtain values of the constants in my formula
which make, it a fair representation of the phenomena in the experimentally investigated
range of the gas region of the diagram; and, more especially, that portion of it
where the volume exceeds the critical volume. It appears to me tha.t to try to push the
approximation further at present would be waste of time ; it cannot be attempted with
any hope of much improvement until certain points, referred to below, have been
properly investigated. These may lead to modifications of parts of the formula which,
though unimportant in the regions now treated, may greatly improve its agreement
with the facts, in the remaining portions of the diagram. Besides, there is in the data
the uncertainty diik to the presence of air, which was not wholly removed (though
reduced to 1/2500) even in AMAGAT'S experiments. This, as above remarked, begins to
tell especially when the volume is small.
It is very much to be regretted that CLAUSIUS did not avail himself of AMAGAT'S
data in reducing ANDREWS' scale of pressures. He expressly says he rejected them
because they were not consistent with those of CAILLETET. Hence the formula which he
obtained after great arithmetical labour, though it is in close, sometimes in almost start-
ling, agreement with the data through the range of ANDREWS' work, is not properly a
relation among p, v, and t. If we make it such, by putting in the correction (in terms
of v) for the pressures as measured by the air-manometer, a new v-factor is introduced into
the equation, and its simplicity (which is one of its most important characteristics) is lost.
I tried to obtain hints for the values of the constants in my own formula by making this
change in that of CLAUSIUS. But I found that the factor 1/t which CLAUSIUS introduced
into the virial term (in order to approximate to the effect of the aggregation of particles
into groups at the lower ranges of temperature), made his formula inapplicable to the
wide regions of the diagram which ANDREWS did not attack, but which have been so
efficiently explored by AMAGAT. There are, no doubt, traces of this systematic divergence
even in the special ANDREWS region, but they become much more obvious in the outlying
parts.
It is certainly remarkable that my simple formula, based entirely on the behaviour of
smooth spheres, should be capable of so close an adjustment to the observed facts ; and I
think that the agreement affords at least very strong testimony in favour of the proposed
mode of reckoning the temperature of a group of particles. When this is introduced, it
appears at once that the term of VAN DER WAALS' equation, which he took to represent
LAPLACE'S K, is not the statical pressure due to molecular forces, but (approximately) its
excess over the repulsion due to the speed of the particles. And hence the (external)
pressure is not, as CLAUSIUS put it, ultimately the difference between two very large
quantities, but the excess of one very large quantity over the very large difference between
two enormously great quantities ; and thus the whole phenomena of a highly-compressed
gas, or a liquid, are to be regarded as singular examples of kinetic stability. 28/5/9l.J
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Preliminary.
In the preceding part of this paper I considered the consequences of a special assump-
tion as to the nature of the molecular force between two particles, the particles themselves
being still regarded as hard, smooth, spheres. My object was to obtain, by means of
rigorous calculation, yet in as simple a form as possible, a general notion of the effects
due to the molecular forces. My present objects are (1) to apply this general notion to
the formation and interpretation of the virial equation (in an approximate form), and (2)
to apply the results to the splendid researches of ANDREWS and their recent extension by
the truly magnificent measurements of AMAGAT.
Passing over some papers of HIRN and others, in which the earliest attempts were
made (usually on totally erroneous grounds) to form the equation of the isothermals of
a gas in which molecular forces are prominent, we come to the Thesis of VAN DER
WAALS,# who was the first to succeed in representing, by a simple formula, the main
characteristics of ANDREWS' results. His process is based upon the virial equation, and
his special object seems to have been an attempt to determine the value of the molecular
constant usually called " LAPLACE'S K." Though the whole of this essay is extremely
ingenious, and remarkably suggestive, it contains (even in its leading ideas) much that is
very doubtful, and some things which are certainly incorrect. One of these was specially
alluded to by CLERK-MAXWELL,t who, in reviewing the essay, said:—" Where he has
borrowed results from CLAUSIUS and others, he has applied them in a manner which
appears to me to be erroneous." It will conduce to clearness if I commence with an
examination of the equation which is the main feature of VAN DER WAALS' Thesis, and
the modifications which it underwent in the hands of CLAUSIUS.
XIX.—The Isothermal Equations of Van der Waals and Clausius.
64. The virial equation (§30, above) is
where, to save confusion, we employ u to denote the speed of the particle whose mass* is
m. From this VAN DER WAALS derives the following expression :—
and he treats the right-hand member as a constant multiple of the absolute temperature.
(This last point is of extreme importance, but I shall discuss it farther on ; at present I
confine myself to the formation of the equation.)
* Over de continuiteit van den gas- en vloeistqftoestand. Leiden, 1873. t Nature, Oct. 15, 1874.
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It is certain (§ 30) that, when there is no molecular force except elastic resilience, the
term
in the virial equation takes, to a first approximation at least, the form of a numerical
multiple of
and thus that, if this term be small in comparison with the other terms in the equation,
we may call it
-S£p .
Thus the virial equation becomes
• >
[So far, all seems perfectly legitimate; though, as will be seen later, I think it has led to
a good deal of confusion :—at all events, it has retarded progress, by introducing what was
taken as a direct representation of the " ultimate volume" to which a substance can be •
reduced by infinite pressure. When this idea was once settled in men's minds, it seemed
natural and reasonable, and consequently the left-hand member of the virial equation
is now almost universally written p(v—/3); although, even in VAN DER WAALS' Thesis, it
was pointed out that comparison with experiment shows that ft cannot be regarded as a
constant. But its introduction is obviously indefensible, except in the special case of no
molecular force.]
. VAN DER WAALS7 next step is as follows:—Although p, in the virial equation, has
been strictly defined as external pressure (that exerted by the walls of the containing
vessel), he adds to it, in the last-written form of the equation (deduced on the express
assumption of the absence of molecular force), a term ajv2, which is to represent
LAPLACE'S K. Thus he obtains his fundamental equation
or, as it is more usually written (in consequence of the assumption about absolute tem-
perature, already noticed),
Id
where h is an absolute constant, depending on the quantity of gas, and to be determined
by the condition that the gas has unit volume at 0° C. and 1 atmosphere.
I do not profess to be able fully to comprehend the arguments by which VAN DER
WAALS attempts to justify the mode in which he obtains the above equation. Their
nature is somewhat as follows. He repeats a good deal of LAPLACE'S capillary work; in
which the existence of a large, but unknown, internal molecular pressure is established,
I
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entirely from a statical point of view. He then gives reasons (which seem, on the
i whole, satisfactory from this point of view) for assuming that the magnitude of this
! force is as the square of the density of the aggregate of particles considered. But his
justification of the introduction of the term a/v2 into an account already closed, as it
were, escapes me. He seems to treat the surface-skin of the group of particles as if it
were an additional bounding-surface, exerting an additional, and enormous, pressure on
the contents. Even were this justifiable, nothing could justify the multiplying of this
term by (v - j3) instead of by v alone. But the whole procedure is erroneous. If one
begins with the virial equation, one must keep strictly to the assumptions made in
obtaining it, and consequently everything connected with molecular force, whether of
attraction or of elastic resilience, must be extracted from the term 2(Er).
It is very strange that CLAUSIUS,*" to whom we owe the virial equation, should not
have protested against this striking misuse of it, but should have contented himself with
making modifications (derived from general considerations, such as aggregation of par-
ticles, &c.) which put VAN DER WAALS' equation in the form
Id a
65. VAN DER WAALS' equation gives curves, whose general resemblance to those plotted
by ANDREWS for CO2 is certainly remarkable :—and it has the further advantage of repro-
ducing, for temperatures below the critical point, the form of isothermals (with physically
unstable, and therefore experimentally unrealisable, portions) which was suggested by
JAMES THOMSON, as an extension of ANDREWS' work. For a reason which will presently
appear (§ 67), VAN DER WAALS' curves cannot be made to coincide with those of ANDREWS.
The modified equation of CLAUSIUS, however, seems to fit ANDREWS' work much
better:—but the coincidence with the true isothermals is much more apparent than real,
because CLAUSIUS' work is based on the measurement of pressures by the air-manometer,
as they were originally given by ANDREWS, who had not the means of reducing them to
absolute measure.
But a further remark of CLERK-MAXWELL'S (in the review above cited) is quite as
applicable to the results of CLAUSIUS as to those of VAN DER WAALS, viz.:—"Though this
agreement would be strong evidence in favour of the accuracy of an empirical formula
devised to represent the experimental results, the equation of M. VAN DER WAALS, pro-
fessing as it does to be deduced from the dynamical theory, must be subjected to a much
more severe criticism."
66. Before I leave this part of the subject, I will, for the sake of future reference, put
the equations of VAN DER WAALS and CLAUSIUS in a form which I have found to be
very convenient, viz. :—
Annalen der Physik, ix, 1880.
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In these equations p, v} t belong to the critical point, determined by the conditions that
at such a point p is a minimax in terms of v. The special advantage of this mode of
representing the isothermals depends on the fact that the first part of the value of p
belongs to the critical isothermal; so that by comparing, at any one volume, the
pressures in different isothermals (as given experimentally) we have a comparatively
simple numerical method of calculating the values of some of the constants in the
equation.
67. But, even if we were to regard the formula of VAN DER WAALS as a purely
empirical one, there is a fatal objection to it in the fact that it contains only two dispos-
able constants. Thus, if it were correct, the extraordinary consequence would follow that
there is a necessary relation among the three quantities, pressure, volume, and tempera-
ture, at the critical point:—so that, no matter what the substance, when two of these
are given the third can be calculated from them. I do not see any grounds on which
we are justified in assuming that this can be the case. Certainly, if it were established
as a physical truth, it would give us views of a much stronger kind than any we yet
have as to the essential unity of all kinds of matter. VAN DER WAALS seems to have
taken his idea in this matter from one of ANDREWS' papers, in which there is a
hazardous, and therefore unfortunate, speculation of a somewhat similar character. Any-
how, it would seem that, at least until experiment proves the contrary, we are bound to
provide, in our theoretical work, for the mutual independence of at least the three follow-
ing quantities:—
1. The diameters of the particles.
2. The range of sensible molecular force.
3. The maximum relative potential energy of two particles.
Besides these, there is the question of the law of molecular force, which we are certainly
not entitled to assume as necessarily the same in all bodies. This has most important
bearings on the formation of doublets, triplets, &c, at lower temperatures.
The modified formula of CLAUSIUS has one additional constant, and is therefore not
so much exposed to the above objections as is that of VAN DER WAALS. Still I think it
has at least one too few.
XX.—The Virial Equation for attracting Spherical Particles.
68. What is required is not an exact equation, for this is probably unattainable even
when we limit ourselves to hard spherical particles. To be of practical value the equation
must (while presenting a fair approximation to the truth) be characterised by simplicity.
And, should the experimental data require it, we must be prepared to give the equation
of any one isothermal in two or more forms, corresponding to various ranges of volume.
ri
, j
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It is exceedingly improbable (when we think of the mechanism involved) that any really ^
simple expression will give a fair agreement with an isothermal throughout the whole
range of volumes which can be experimentally treated.
From the general results of Part III. of this paper we see that the term
in the virial equation must, when molecular forces are taken into account, contain a
term proportional to the number of particles which are at any (and therefore at every)
time within molecular range of one another. Hence if, when the volume is practically
infinite, we have for the mean-square speed of a particle
~ mn
(where n is the whole number of particles), we shall have, when the volume is not too
much reduced, no work having been done on the group from without,
where C and y may be treated as constants, the first essentially positive if the
molecular force be attractive, the second of uncertain sign. Even if the volume
be very greatly reduced it is easy to see, from the following considerations, that
a similar expression holds. The work done on a particle which joins a dense group
is, on account of the short range of the forces, completed before it has entered much
beyond the skin, and is proportional, ceteris paribus, to the skin-density. Hence
the whole work done on the group by the molecular forces is (roughly) proportional
to
Vp-Po,
the first factor expressing the number of the particles, the second the work done on
each. But, as we are dealing with a definite group of particles, the first factor is
constant, so that the whole work is directly as pOi or inversely as (say) v + y, because^
po<p. But the work represents the gain in kinetic energy over that in the free
state, so that this mode of reasoning leads us to the same result as the former for
the average kinetic energy of all the particles.
In so far as R depends on the molecular attraction, the term
is evidently proportional, per unit volume of the group, to the square of the
density:—for the particles, in consequence of their rapid motions, may be treated ^
as occupying within an excessively short time every possible situation with regard I
to one another. Thus, as regards any one, the mass of all the rest may be treated \
V
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as, diffused uniformly through the space they occupy. In volume v, therefore, the
amount is as vp2. But, in the present case, the quantity vp is constant, so that,
again, the approximate value of the term is directly as p, or inversely as v. But,
once more, we must allow for the bounding film (though not necessarily to the same
exact amount as before), so we may write this part of the term as
A
But there is another part (negative) which depends on resilience. This is (§ 30) pro-
portional to the average kinetic energy, and to the number of particles and the number
of collisions per particle per second. The two last of these factors are practically the
same as those employed for the molecular attraction. Hence the whole of the virial term
may be written as
Thus if we write again A and C for
AH eC and C+ eC
a — y a—y
respectively, the complete equation takes the form
which is certainly characterised by remarkable simplicity.
69. We must now consider how far it is probable that the quantities in the above
expression (other than p and v) can be regarded as constant. E, of course, can be altered
only by direct communication of energy; but the case of the others is different.
Generally, it may be stated that there must be a particular volume (depending
primarily upon the diameters of the particles) at and immediately below which the
mean free path undergoes an almost sudden diminution, and therefore we should ex-
pect to find corresponding changes in the constants. In particular, it must be noted
that some of them depend directly on the length of the free path, and that somewhat
abrupt changes in their values must occur as soon as the particles are so close to one
another that the mean free path becomes nearly equal to their average distance from
their nearest neighbours. For then the number of impacts per second suffers a sudden
and large increase. Thus, in consequence of the finite size of the particles, we may be
perfectly prepared to find a species of discontinuity in any simple approximate form of
the virial equation. From this point of view it would appear that there is not (strictly)
a " critical volume" of an assemblage of hard spheres, but rather a sort of short range
of volume throughout which this comparatively sudden change takes place. Thus the
critical Isothermal may be regarded as having (like those of lower temperature) a finite
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portion which is practically straight and parallel to the axis of volume. That this
conclusion is apparently borne out by experimental facts (so far at least, as these are not
modified by the residual trace of air) will be seen when we make the comparison.
In fact we might speak of a superior and an inferior critical volume, and the portions
of the isothermals beyond these limits on both sides may perhaps have equations of the
same form, but with finite changes in some at least of the constants.
Another source of a species of discontinuity in some, at least, of the constants is a
reduction of E to such an extent that grouping of the spheres into doublets, triplets, &c,
becomes possible. Thus we have a hint of the existence of a " critical temperature."
It must be confessed that, while we have only an approximate knowledge of the length
of the mean free path (even among equal non-attracting spheres) when it amounts only to
some two or three diameters, we practically know almost nothing about its exact value
when the volume is so much reduced that no particle has a path longer than one diameter.
[It might be objected to the equation arrived at above, should it be found on com-
parison with experiment that a and y a r e both positive, that it will not make p infinite
unless v vanish. To this I need only reply that the equation has been framed on
the supposition that the particles are in motion, and therefore free to move. What
may happen when they become jammed together is not a matter of much physical
interest, except perhaps from the point of view of dilatancy. If the equation
represents, with tolerable accuracy, all the cases which can be submitted to experi-
ment, it will fully satisfy all lawful curiosity.]
XXI.—Relation between Kinetic Energy and Temperature.
70. Before we can put the above virial equation into the usual form of a relation
among p, v, and t, it is necessary that we should consider how the temperature of
an assemblage of particles depends upon their average kinetic energy.
VAN DER WAALS and CLAUSIUS, following the usual custom, take the average kinetic
energy as being proportional to the absolute temperature. CLERK-MAXWELL is more
guarded, but he says:—" The assumption that the kinetic energy is determined by
the absolute temperature is true for perfect gases, and we have no evidence that
any other law holds for gases, even near their liquefying point."
On this question I differ completely from these great authorities, and may err
absolutely. Yet I have many grave reasons on my side, one of which is immediately
connected with the special question on hand. To take this reason first, although it
is by no means the strongest, it appears to me that only if E above (with a constant
added, when required, as will presently be shown) is regarded as proportional to
the absolute temperature, can the above equation be in any sense accurately con-
sidered as that of an Isothermal. If the whole kinetic energy of the particles is
treated as proportional to the absolute temperature, the various stages of the gas
as its volume changes with E constant correspond to changes of temperature with-
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out direct loss or gain of heat, and belong rather to a species of Adiabatic than
to an Isothermal. Neither VAN DER WAALS nor CLAUSIUS, SO far as I can see, calls
attention to the fact that when there are molecular forces the mean-square speed of
the particles necessarily increases with diminution of volume, even when the mean-
square speed of a free particle is maintained unaltered; and this simply because the
time during which each particle is free is a smaller fraction of the whole time.
But when the whole kinetic energy is treated as a constant (as it must be in an
Isothermal, when that energy is taken as measuring the absolute temperature), it is
clear that isothermal compression must reduce the value of E. It further follows that
the temperature of a gas might be enormously raised if its volume were sufficiently
reduced by the process (capable of being carried out by CLERK-MAXWELL'S Demons) of
advancing, at every instant, those infinitesimal portions of the containing walls on which
no impact is impending. This is certainly not probable. If, on the other hand, we were
to look at the matter from the point of view of intense inter-molecular repulsion (such as,
for instance, CLERK-MAXWELL'S well-known hypothesis of repulsion inversely as the fifth
power of the distance, which was so enthusiastically lauded by BOLTZMANN), we should be
led to the very singular conclusion that such an assemblage of particles might possibly
be cooled even by ordinary compression; certainly that the Demons could immensely
cool it by diminishing its volume without doing work upon it.
If this mode of reasoning be deemed unsatisfactory, we may at once fall back on
thermodynamic principles; for these show that a gas could not be in equilibrium if
either external, or molecular, potential could establish a difference of temperature from
one region of it to another. For it must be carefully remembered (though it is very often
forgotten) that temperature-differences essentially involve the transference of heat, on the
whole, in one direction or the other between bodies in contact:—so that if there be a
cause which can produce these temperature-differences, it is to be regarded as a source of
at least restoration of energy. Let the contents of equal volumes at different parts of a
tall column of gas under constant gravity be compared. In each the pressure may be
regarded, so far as it is due to the external potential, as being applied by bounding
walls. But the temperature is the same in each, and the only other quantity which is
the same in each is E. For, as the particles are free to travel from point to point
throughout the whole extent of the group, the average value of E must be the same for
all; and, therefore, in regions where the density is small, it must be that of free particles :
—i.e., absolute temperature.
71. For the isothermal formation of liquid, heat must in all cases be taken from the
group. This must have the effect of diminishing the value of E. Hence, in a liquid, the
temperature is no longer measured by E, but by E + c, where c is a quantity whose value
increases steadily, as the temperature is lowered, from the value zero at the critical point.
Thus, since of course we must take the physical fact of the existence of liquids as a new
datum in our calculations, and with it the agglomeration into doublets, triplets, &c.
(whose share of the average energy differs in general from that of their components when
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free), we see that the state of aggregation which we call liquid is such that, as it is made
colder and colder, a particle which can escape from it requires to have more and more
than its average share of the non-molecular part of the energy.
We might be tempted to generalise further, and to speculate on the limiting condi-
tions between the liquid and the solid states. But these, and a host of other curious
and important matters suggested by the present speculation, prominent among which
is the question of the density of saturated vapour at different temperatures (with the
mechanism of the equilibrium of temperature between the liquid and the vapour), must
be deferred to the next part of this paper. It is sufficient to point out here how
satisfactorily the present mode of regarding the subject fits itself to the grand facts
regarding latent heat, and to its steady diminution as the pressure under which ebulli-
tion takes place is gradually raised to the critical value. What we are called upon to do
now is to justify, by comparison with experiment, the hypothesis which we have adopted
as to the proper physical definition of temperature, and the form of the virial equation to
which it has led us. If we have any measure of success in this, we may regard the
main difficulty of at least the elements of these further problems as having been to
some extent removed.
What has been said above leads us, in the succeeding developments, to write (so long
at least as we are dealing with vapour or gas)
where t is the absolute temperature, and R (whose employment is now totally changed)
is practically the rate of increase of pressure with temperature at unit volume, under
ordinary conditions.
XXIL—The Equation of Isoihermals.
72. Assuming the definition of temperature given in last section, the virial equation
of § 70 becomes
c
+
v-f-aJ v + y v + a
For the minimax, which occurs at the critical point, we must have simultaneously
^ = 0, SP-o.
dv dv2
But
dp
 =A-~Ret C
Vdv+P"(+f (v+y)2'
f •••'
^ 1
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Denoting by a bar quantities referring to the critical point, these equations give
-.•tyi;
a * .
?>:
•ID)
>r::r ^.-l^-
T23li ^ ^ :
A-Rei C
whence
a — y - a —7
But the first equation of this section can be written as
By the help of the values of A—Ketf, and C, just found, and the further condition that
p, v, t satisfy this general equation, we can easily put it in the form
(C)
There are seven constants in this equation :—viz., p, v, t, a, y, e, and K; but there are
two relations among them, one furnished by the usual condition that the gas treated has
unit volume at 0° C, and 1 atm.; the other (from the conditions of the minimax) being
TIT
3v + a-\-y = — -
P
73. If we compare (C) with the corresponding forms of the equations of VAN DEK
WAALS and CLAUSIUS ((A) and (B) of § 66 above) we see that all three agree in a remark-
able manner as to the form of the equation of the critical isothermal. In fact, the only
difference is that in (C) the divisor of (v - v)3 contains three distinct factors, while in
each of (A) and (B) two of the three factors are equal. It is quite otherwise with the
term which expresses the difference of ordinates between the critical isothermal and any
other of the series :—so that even if all three equations agreed in giving the correct form
of the critical isothermal no two of them could agree for any other.
XXIII.—Comparison with Experiment.
74. We must now compare our formula with experiment. And here I have been
exceptionally fortunate, as the kindness of M. AMAGAT has not only provided me with a
complete set of values of pv in terms of p for CO2 between the limits 1 to 1000 atm. and
0° to 100° C, but has further replied to my request for a set of values of p} at different
temperatures, for certain special values of v. This important table I give in full, inserting
columns of differences. It is very much better adapted than the former to numerical
calculation, as the form of the virial equation requires that v should, for this purpose,
be treated as the independent variable.
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At 0° C. and 1 atm. the volume is unity. After the experiments were completed the CO2 was tested, and left
0-0004 of its volume when -absorbed by potash.
The interpolated columns are differences (or average differences, if in brackets) of pressure for
10° at constant volume.
Vol. -02385 •01636 •013 •01 •00768 •00578 •0042& •00316 •0025 •002 •00187
0
10
20
30
32
35
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
137*5
198
258
31
33
35
37
37-4
38
39
40-9
42-8
44-7
46-6
ASS
50-5
57
68
78-5
2
2
2
2
1-9
1*9
1-9
1-9
1-9
2
[1;73]
[1-81]
[1-75]
34-4
41-8
45-1
48-3
49
49-9
51-4
54-5
57-6
60-6
63-5
66-5
69-5
80
97
112
7-4
3-3
3-2
3'1
3 1
3*1
3-0
2-9
3'0
3-0
[2-8]
[2*8]
[2-5]
44-4
51-1
55 5
56-4
57-6
59-7
63-8
67-8
71-8
75-7
79-6
83-6
97-5
120
140
10
6-7
5-4
4-2
4-1
4-0
4-0
3-9
3-9
4-0
[3-7]
[3-7]
[3-3]
56-3
62-8
64-1
65-8
68-6
74-5
80-2
85-8
91-3
96-7
102-3
121-5
153-5
181
10
11-9
6-5
5-8
5-9
5-7
5-6
5-5
5-4
5-6
[5-IJ
[5'3]
[4-6]
56-4
68-3
70
72-6
76-6
84-8
92-8
100-6
108-2
116
123-8
151
195
234-5
10
12
11-9
8-3
82
8*0
7-8
7-6
7-8
7-8
[7-2]
[7-2]
[6-6]
70-7
73-7
77-2
83-1
94-7
106-2
117-5
128-8
140-2
151-3
191
257
316
10
12
143
12-4
11-6
11*5
11-3
11-8
11-4
111
[10-6]
[10-9]
[9-81
!74-6
79-5
87-8
104-8
121-9
138-9
156-3
173-5
191-1
252-5
356
449-5
10
12
14-3
17 1
17 0
17-1
17-0
17 4
172
17-6
[16-4]
[17-1]
[15-6]
34-4
44-4
56-4
71-5
77
84-7
98
125-3
153-8
183-2
211-5
240-5
271
376
554
10
12
15-1
26-5
27-3
28-5
29-4
28-3
29
30-5
[28]
[29-4]
64
109
155
201
250-5
298-5
346
394-5
443-5
619
909
45
46
46
49-5
48
47-5
48-5
49
[46-8]
[4S]
300
384
470-5
560
651
745
832-5
918
998
84
86-5
89-5
91
94
88-5
85-5
80
307-5
404
520
627-5
750
856-5
953-5
96*5
116
107-5
122-5
106 '5
97
It is obvious, from a glance at the colunjns of differences, that the change of pressure
at constant volume, while the CO2 is not liquid, is almost exactly proportional to the
change of temperature. M. AMAGAT expressly warned me that the three last tempera-
tures in the table are only approximate, as they were not derived from air-thermometers,
but simply from the boiling-points of convenient substances.
They appear to indicate a slow diminution of dpjdt (v constant) as the temperature
is raised above 100° C, but this is beside our present purpose.
Leaving them out of account, we find that in the range 31° to 100° C. the fluctuations
of the changes of pressure per 10° (at constant volume) are very small, and do not seem
to follow any law. These fluctuations besides are, especially when the volume of the gas
is small, well within the inevitable errors of observation in a matter of such difficulty.
Hence we take a simple average in each column; and thus we have the following table :—
Average Change of Pressure per 10° of Temperature at Constant Volume,
v -02385 -01636 013 -01 '00768 00578 -00428 -00316 -0025 '002 -00187
Ap
vAp
Calc. -
1-93
•046
f -046
30
•049
•049
4-0
•052
•052
56
•056
•056
7-9
•061
•061
11-5
•066
•068
•061
172
•074
•077
073
28-5
•090
•087
•093
47-8
•120
122
87-7
•175
175
108?
•20?
•20
\\
«
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The numbers in the fourth row are the values of
and those in the fifth row are from
It is clear that these formulse give fair approximations to the data, the first for volumes
down to 0*005 or so, the second for smaller volumes.
Comparing with formula (C) of § 72, we see that the values of E, Ke, and a are
respectively
000371, 0000021, and 0001
for the larger volumes, and
000371, 0000011, and -00012
for the smaller. The values of y and V can now be determined by the relation in § 72,
and a few experimental data. After a number of trials I arrived at
v = 00046,
as most consonant with the data for larger volumes ; and I have provisionally assumed
the value
15 = 0-004
for the lower range of volumes, in agreement with what was said in § 69 above as to the
probable existence of a short, horizontal, portion of the critical isothermal. The value
of y for the first portion of the curve is found to be 0*0008 ; and I have assumed it to be
- 0*0008 for the'rest, thus ignoring the condition for the minimax at the commencement
of this part of the curve. I consider this course to be fully justified by the arguments
given in § 69 above. Thus, taking from the assumption below the value 73 atm. for the
critical pressure, we arrive at the following equations for the parts of the critical isothermal
which lie on opposite sides of the short, approximately straight, portion :—
and
/ _ (^-0-0046)3 v
+0-001)0+0-0008);
(v-0-0012Xv-0-0008)
In a careful plotting of the isothermals of CO2 from the whole of AMAGAT'S data
(including, of course, those given above), I inserted, by means of differences calculated from
the preceding formulae for dp/dt, the probable isothermal of 31° C. This is only 0°'l
higher than the critical temperature as given by ANDREWS, which is certainly a little too
low in consequence of the small admixture of air. The experimental data in the follow-
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ing table were taken directly from the curve so drawn. They are, of course, only
approximate :—especially for the smaller volumes, for there the curves are so steep that it
is exceedingly difficult to obtain exact values of the ordinates for any assigned volume.
It is also in this region that the effects of the slight trace of air are most prominent.
Approximate Isothermal of 31° C.
The third line is calculated from the first of the above formulae, the fourth line from the second.
v 1 -024 -02 -015 -0125 *01 0075 006 005 0045 004 0035 *003 '0025 002
2>(exp.) 112 371 42-4 51*6 572 634 69"6 72-4 729 73 73 732 76*8 114 392
J 1 1 3 37*2 425 514 570 633 696 723 7295 73 7316 744 796 964 149
2Hc a l c-) | 73-0 73-2 791 117*6 377
For volumes down to 0*0035 the agreement is practically perfect. The remainder of the
data, even with the second formula, are not very well represented. The value of p for
volume 0*003 has given much trouble, and constitutes a real difficulty which I do not
at present see how to meet. It is quite possible that, in addition to the defects men-
tioned above, I may have myself introduced a more serious one by assuming too high a
value for the lower critical volume, or by taking too low a temperature for the critical
isothermal. Had I selected the data for the isothermal of 31O#3 or so, it is certain that
(with a slight change in v) the agreement with the formula would have been as good as
at present for the larger volumes, and it might have been much better for the smaller.
But I have not leisure to undertake such tedious tentative work. As it is, the formulae
given above represent AMAGAT'S results from 31° to 100° C. for volumes from 1 to 0*0035,
with a maximum error of considerably less than 1 atmosphere even at the smallest of these
volumes. And, even with the least of the experimental volumes, the approximations to
the corresponding (very large) pressures are nowhere in error by more than some 4 or 5
per cent. This is at least as much as could be expected even from a purely empirical
formula, but I hope that the relations given above (though still extremely imperfect) may
be found to have higher claims to reception.
[Since the above was put in type it has occurred to me that this remarkable agree-
ment, between the results of experiment on a compound gas, and those of a formula
deduced from the behaviour of hard, spherical, particles, may be traced to the fact that
the virial method is applicable, not only to the whole group of particles but (at every
instant) to the free particles, doublets, triplets, &c, in so far as the internal relations
of each are concerned. Hence the terms due to vibrations, rotations, and stresses, in
free particles, doublets, &c, will on the average cancel one another in the complete
virial equation. How far this statement can be extended to particles which are not
quite free will be discussed in the next instalment. 5/6/9l.J
